a LITTLE EXTRA
Innovation Process

for

Extraordinary
Results

A Workshop

A LITTLE EXTRA
for

All it
takes is a
Little Extra

Extraordinary
Results

Extraordinary results is not
an option and is key to every
individual. It takes a little
extra in everyday activities.
Being innovative is a necessity.

Think Extra

It

can

equip

to

take

up

an

individual

challenges

and

solve it efficiently, and help
participants to perform better

Apply Now

and achieve great results. This
is a workshop that will inspire
and

Learn Secrets

equip

participants

with

the knowledge, skills, insights
and confidence they need to

Generate Ideas

think innovatively and to act
proactively in their daily work.
This will prepare them to face

Acknowledge People

challenges in the real world.

Duration of the workshop

1 day

Experience the power of
being a little extra

The workshop
equips you to:
This workshop aims to...
• Gain an understanding of a
disciplined approach towards
achieving extraordinary results

Develop
Leadership

• Go beyond the ordinary
thinking
• Taste the power that comes
from taking an action to make

Create
Purpose

a difference
• Appreciate the potential
in each person as being

Take
Action

extraordinary
• Enhance a collaborative
environment to produce
extraordinary results

Celebrate
Results

A Workshop by
Naveen Lakkur
This workshop will be led by Naveen
Lakkur, a top Innovation coach from
India. Naveen loves to inspire enterprises

Here’s what corporate
participants had to say…

and entrepreneurs to innovate and guide
them to grow in the right direction. In his
professional career spanning 20+ years
in the industry worldwide, he has cofounded several innovative companies.
He

is

passionate

about

Thank You! You are a person
of Wisdom, Values, Character &
Extra Energy! God Bless You!

sharing

Girish

his practical knowledge of building
companies and nurturing ideas. He brings
to the table his personal experience of
a unique combination of ‘Systemic
Innovation ~ A Structured and Scalable

Thank you so much for your
extra-time to make me realise
the extra-ordinary about myself.

Approach’ and ‘Tactical Innovation ~ A

Nikita

Frugal and Flexible Approach.’
Currently, he serves as Chief Innovation
Coach at Institute of Inspiring Innovation.
Besides his active engagement with the

It’s an Extraordinary session.
Very Inspiring and made us to
think ‘Little Extra’.

industry, he indulges in writing books

Sindhu

and loves storytelling. He is the author
of ‘Inseparable Twins’ ~ a book to inspire
innovation, ‘FOUND’ ~ a book for ideation,
which has received many international
recognitions and ‘a Little Extra’ ~ a book

An Excellent Workshop! It was
all about Making Others Dream
Come True.

for extraordinary results.

To arrange this workshop at your company,
please contact +91 88842 66880 or write to info@iii.today

Sundip

www.iii.today

